I. INTRODUCTION
T HE GOAL OF this paper is t o provide a general analysis of the naturalresonancerepresentationfor the inducedcurrent and scattered field transient responses of a perfectly conducting body. This analysis will be based upon very fundamental ideas regarding causality and superposition. The motivation behind this investigation, whose results were first reported in [ l ] , was the failure o f signal processing algorithms to extract aspect invariant natural resonant frequencies (s-plane poles) from experimental transient scattering data. An important reason for this, as seen in retrospect, was the use of an incorrect signal model, as will be discussed subsequently.
A major impetus behind the development of the singularity expansion method (SEM) by Baum in 1971, [2] , was the need to predict electromagnetic pulse (EMP) excitation of complex electronic systems imbedded within partially shielded structures (e.g., buildings and aircraft). Beginning with the earliest applications, such as the classic work by Tesche [3], the evolving efforts have considered, for the most part, the numerical solutions of induced current natural modes and their associated coupling coefficients Manuscript received September 12, 1983;  [6] . In these papers, the impulse response scattered field is considered as simply a sum of natural current mode generated fields with the addition of a "possible" entire function in the s-plane description.
Over the years the SEM has been the subject of ongoing controversy regarding both the various alternate types of induced current mode coupling coefficients and the completeness of the natural mode current expansion. Although early works by Baum and Marin [7] , [8] addressed these issues, much confusion has remained until recently. Publications by Baum, Pearson, Wilton, Mittra, and Michalski have clarified the freedoms in the selection of coupling coefficient types and the resultant necessities in entire function augmentation of the SEM representations [9] - [13] . A recent effort by Heyman and Felsen [ 141 ~ considers a hybrid representation of induced currents and scattered fields for an infinite cylinder: early-time behavior is described by geometrical diffraction theory while a natural mode description is used for late-times.
The conceptual basis of SEM, namely mode representations, has been employed as the framework for electromagnetic system identification, particularly in the context of noncooperative target recognition (NCTR). Since the complex resonance frequencies (s-plane poles) of the natural current modes on the scattering body are defined only by the structure geometry and composition then the poles of the corresponding natural mode scattered fields will also be unique innate functions of the target, [2] . This has led many researchers to believe that a viable NCTR technique could be based upon the extraction of the natural resonant frequencies of the target's echo signature for comparison against a data base.
Having no comprehensive guide as t o the exact SEM description of the impulse response scattered fields, natural resonance US. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.
NCTR signal processing schemes have almost invariably resorted to the weighted complex exponential sum model, having temporally constant coefficients. Such a model, employing a "class 1" expansion in the parlance of SEM, simply represents the scattered field as a sum of the fields generated by each natural current mode induced on the target. Several methods exist for extracting the complex natural resonance frequencies from this model. As will be shown shortly, the class 1 SEM representation offers an incomplete description for the "driven" portion of the scattered field response of the target. The scattered field, as presented here, is separated into a physical optics term and a mutual interaction term. This latter portion is due to mutually interacting currents on the body and may be represented either as a general "class 2" SEM form, with temporally varying coupling coefficients in the early-time, or as a class 1 form augmented by a time-limited function whose Laplace transform is an entire functian in the s-plane. After the traveling wave impulse has completed its transit of the body the scattered fields will be produced by undriven, source-free, current modes and can thus be represented by a simple class 1 expansion in the late-time.
If it were not for noise and clutter pollution of the received signal it would be a simple task to consider only the late-time response from the target in conjunction with a convenient class 1 pole extraction method. Unfortunately, much of the scattered signal energy is expended in the early-time driven response for typical radar targets (low-Q reradiators). As a result of this, the echo signal will usually have a severely degraded signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the late-time vis-a-vis that in the early-time. It has been well documented that natural resonance extraction techniques, such as Prony's method and its variants, require adequate SNRs of at least 15-20 dB, [ 161 . The practical aspects of available SNR should thus motivate the investigation of natural resonance NCTR methods based upon a proper signal model incorporating both early and late-time data.
THE NATURAL MODE CONCEPT
Consider the transient electromagnetic scattering problem depicted in Fig. l 
where 7 is the induced surface current, is a dyadic kernel and the surface integral is of the principal value (PV) type which excludes the surface point ?' = 7 in the integration. This MFIE, or the corresponding electric field integral equation (EFIE), can each be represented by the generic linear dyadic operator form where the driver 2 is related, respectively, to the known surface tangential components of either the incident Hi or E'.
The induced current "natrual modes" 7, are "source-free'' solutions of (2), with a separable (spatial-temporal) form 7,(?, t ) = J n ( i ) e s n t , for t > r. (4) As shown by Marin [8] , n is a discrete index for fmite-sized perfectly conducting bodies. The are the spatial current distributions over the surface and s , = u , +ion are the complex natural frequencies (appearing in conjugate pairs), with un < 0 due to outbound radiation from the body. The corresponding natural mode fields may be obtained through the standard potential integral formulation where, for instance, the natural mode mag-
yith the dyadic kernel being related to that'of (1) via K = 2h X c, and (.) indicating surface integration on the variable F'.
The natural modes, although termed "source-free,'' will require initial excitations to supply their respective energy contents. These excitations will be taken to have been completed by time T, as indiated in (3) and (4). For our purposes, this original genesis of the natural modes will be assumed to have taken place in the distant past T -+ -=.
The natural mode currents and fields are thus seen to be akin to generalized source free "steady-state'' solutions. For example, the surface current modes represent self-sustaining solutions of (l), with no driver present. The PV-integral therein provides the causal influence on the current at the point 7 generated by the current a t all other surface points ?' f i. The undriven modes are thus space-time distributions whose "feedback" to each point from all other points sustains the form of the distribution, both in temporal phase e j w n f and with decaying envelope eonf, where 0, < 0.
CAUSAL GREEN'S FUNCTION EXPANSIONS
The induced current response at ( f ' , t') on the body due to an impulse source at (7, t") is given in terms of the space-time causal
Green's dyadic function, I, which is a solution of
where is the identity dyadic, [ 181 . Dyadic fields resulting from may also be defmed. For example, the magnetic field Green's function at the space-time point (?, t ) due to the impulse in (6) An important result of causality is that and These null conditions occur within, respectively, the body surface region ?' and the infinite volume region ?, which are each exterior to an expanding sphere with center at the source point f f f , and whose radius is increasing at the rate c = 3 X 10' m/s, as depicted in Fig. 2. -The major tasks that remain in this section are to relate and h to the respective natural modes, Tn and fin, considered previously. In the next section, these natural mode representations will be used in convolutions t o obtain the expressions for currents and scattered fields induced by more general excitations, such as that of an incident plane-wave impulsive field.
Considering the MFIE version of (6), the induced current dyadic can be represented by the form
where u is a unit step Heaviside function and zo is a source-free solution of (6) which can be expanded in terms of outer products of natural modes and normalized adjoint operator natural modes, a,(?, t) =Gn(F)e-'nf, [ 2 ] ,
The lGn are termed "coupling vectors," in the vocabulary of SEM.
Some comments are in order regarding (9) . First, the impulsive term in (9a) can be associated with the physical optics current, 2 i X fi', which drives the MFIE in (1). The turn-on of the source-free expansion, zo, can be taken as to = f; in order to exclude the time increment of measure zero at the source-point, F' = f " , wherein 2 has the explicit impulse representation. Separation of 2 into physical optics and natural mode terms, as in (9a),
is not absolutely necessary since at ?' = ? I r the source-free zo will converge in L z to 2 over the range t' > to as to + ty from the right. It seems to be common practice throughout the SEM literature to neglect the impulse term explicitly, with assumed convergence of u(t' -t")go to include this singularity. However, because of its source-free nature it is easy to show that zo = at t r = t" over the entire body, including the source point. This can lead to serious problems with nonuniform convergence. The selection of to = ty as the "whole-body'' turn-on time can be modified on a position-dependent basis to allow considerable freedom in the representation of (sa). This will prove useful in the convolution expression for plane-wave illumination to be developed in the next section. The basis of this freedom for selection of to is the causal behavior of the source-free solution Z0.
Some key points can be made regarding this behavior, the first of which follows from (sa) and the convergence of zo to 6 for all points on the body when t' > f": Z0 = 0 at all surface points outside of the expanding causal sphere of Fig. 2 . Thus, at some par- ticular point i' there is freedom to select any turn-on time to that is outside of the causal sphere.
Next, consider the behavior of the backward-time extension of go$ for t' < t". The behavior of this source-free solution can be readily interpreted by considering the associated natural mode fields, such as the Eo obtained from (7) by replacement of 2 with go,
(1 0 )
This field, and the associated electric field dyadic zo are composed of "steady-state" natural modes which satisfy the source-free wave equation at space points exterior to the surface (e.g., Rn(?, t ) = Rn(f)e"nf). As such, the "method of characteristics" may be brought to bear to describe the causal behavior of these fields and the natural mode current go for all space-time points, [18] . The "characteristics" of the source-free solutions are depicted in the space-time diagram of Fig. 3 . In this symbolic diagram the shaded area above the singular source-point represents the expanding causal sphere previously considered, while the lower shaded area represents the space-time region within a collapsing sphere whose center is at the source point. This will be termed the "reverse-time causal sphere." The result from the method of characteristics is that the source-free natural mode solutions are zero for all spacetime points exterior to the combined forward and reverse causal sphere regions, (1 2)
This permits startups of the expansion in (sa) at times even earlier than that of the source for F' f i.".
It also follows from (1 1): that if to is selected too far back in time, so that (12) is violated, then the resultant will include a noncausal term due to the contribution o f z o from within the reverse causal sphere. It then becomes necessary to subtract this non-causal contribution by the addition of a time-limited dyadic function,
to the expression in (9a). The Laplace transform for 7 has components which are entire functions in the s-plane. The final topic of this section is to provide the relation between the magnetic field dyadic Green's function and the natural modes of the field, as defined in (5) . Substituting (9) into (7), and de- 
The upper bound on T corresponds to the maximum total time delay from the source point to a distant f' point on the body added to the subsequent delay out to the field point, as shown in Fig. 4 . This upper bound is obtained by using the maximum turn-on time from (12) dyadic can be represented as a class 1 form aside from the impulse term,
( 1 5 ) where &, is the source-free natural mode expansion given in (10).
One major implication of (15) is that the radiated impulse driven fields of an antenna, having a "pointwise" excitation, can be represented by a class 1 SEM form after the direct source-generated impulse has been received. The Laplace transform of the received impulse response field will be a pole series added to the transform of the direct field from the antenna's delta function driver. In the radiation zone this direct field term has the temporal form of a delta function derivative or "doublet." The Laplace transform of this term is proportional to the first power in s and is a special case of an s-plane "entire-function.'' This necessary entire-function augmentation of the HeavisidC expansion for the case of radiation by a thin-wire antenna was observed by Tesche [5] . His results considered a step-function excitation whose direct field contribution is a temporal delta function. The transform is an s-plane constant, also an entire-function.
We are now in a position to extend our consideration to plane wave illumination of a scatterer where the space.time Green's function will serve as the building block for our solution.
IV. PLANE WAVE SCATTERING RESPONSE
As a result of linear superposition, the induced current solution of (2), for a specified excitation 2 = 2ii X H' is given in terms of the space-time convolution
where the causal Green's dyadic solves (6) and (sa). Likewise, the scattered magnetic field, g, can be obtained either through the potential integral solution in ( S ) , applied to 7, or through direct convolution of 2 with the field dyadic Green's function, E,
where (-) indicates surface integration on f " .
The current and field responses w i l l first be obtained for an incident linearly polarized plane wave unit impulse E?'(?, t ) = i(t -i;-@/c) with I^ indicating polarization direction which is orthogonal to the propagation direction unit vector i. For convenience, the surface position origin is taken as the first point on the body to be illuminated, at t = 0, in the expression for Hi. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Performing the temporal integrations first, then substituting from (9a) and (1 S), there results
where E(?") = 2 i X z^at each surface point and HPo is the scat--tered field produced by the "extended" physical optics current, Jpo = 2 i X Hi, which is nor set to zero beyond the shadow boundary. The SEM coupling coefficients in the natural mode expansions are given by A,(?', t') = ( u(t' -t o ) a, ( if', -"y ') * Z(fJ')) (1 8a) and As is apparent from the integral expression for A , , the range of surface integration on Y" will be limited to points where t' >
to. There is considerable freedom in the selection of the turn-on versed causal spheres of io, with centers at the space-time source points driven by the incident plane-wave &function as it traversei the body,
-gl<lY'-?'fl.
( 1 9) An equality in (19) represents a contour of space-time points on the body which are equidistant from the observation point and the wavefront source plane. This represents a paraboloid surface of revolution with focus at the observation point and directrix coincident with the wavefront plane, as depicted in Fig. 6 . Let us now consider the evolution of the optional and maridatory regimes of source points Y" associated with the integration of the A,, in (18a). Consider first an observation point V' ahead of the progressing wavefront. In this case, where ?' has not yet been illuminated, the source points ?" behind the forward directed paraboloid, all of which satisfy (19) , may optionally be included in the integration for the A,. This will permit inclusion of a range of source points which are ahead of the incident wavefront. Excluding all source points, in this case, yields null coefficients, while optionally including any subset of -points that obey (19) will produce time-varying coefficients, although the resultint expansion will still sum to zero. If source points that are ahead of the parabolic surface, all of which violate (19) , are included in the A , integrations then the expansion will sum to a nonzero (and hence noncausal) function at the observation point. As the wavefront approaches the point 7' the paraboloid collapses forward becoming, at the instant of wavefront passage, a line directed parallel to 6 and passing through V'. An instant later, when the wavefront is ahead of 7' the paraboloid "blooms" outward from the rear directed portion of the line that it had just collapsed into. Source points behind this trailing parabolic wake must be included in the integration of the A,. On the other hand, all points ahead of this expanding paraboloid satisfy (19) and thus may be incorporated into the integrations on an optional basis. Extending the source integrations to points ahead of the advancing wavefront produces A , of the "bold" form, as termed by Pearson et al. [12] . Combining the extremes of null A , (excluding all Yff) for 7' ahead of the wavefront, with all i;" over the body for times beyond that when the wavefront passes ?', (producing temporally constant A,, yields the SEM form proposed by Michalski [13] . This provides a "pointwise" class 1 representation for the current expansion, aside from the physical optics term, while the progressive turn-on time yields a "global" class 2 form. Turning our attention now to the scattered field expansion in (17b), we may at first have hope that some form of localized SEM class 1 representation will be available, as it was in the induced current case. By considering (18b), however, such an expectation will soon fade. At an observation point in space-time (f, r), the B , expansion coefficients will be due to integrations of source points on the body f r r such that
where Fg = 0 for the first illuminated point, at t = 0, as shown in Fig. 7 . An equality in (20), for a fixed observation point (i, t), represents a paraboloid surface of revolution with focus at ? and directrix plane coincident with the incident wavefront at time t.
The coupling coefficient integration in (1 8b) will include only surface points which lie inside the backward parabolic causal wake of the wavefront. The resultant B, for the scattered field expansion at the observation point f will thus be zero until the response arrives from the first point included within the expanding parabolic wake.
The B , will be time-varying as the parabola sweeps across the surface until the entire body is engulfed, after which time the coefficients will become temporal constants. The time duration for class 2 coefficients is simply the interval between the first arrival and last arrival of driven responses from the body at the observation point. This interval will depend upon the bistatic incident and observation directions relative to the object orientation, in addition to the observation distance from the body.
As
as example, consider the backscatter case, where the startup of the B, will occur at t = 2 I f -I/c, while the transition to class 1 will happen no sooner than At = 2D/c later, where Dis the distance between initial and final illuminated surface points. The exact transition time will depend upon the local radii of curvature near the final illuminated point relative to that of the parabolic wake. In the forward scattering case, the initial scatterh g response will occur simultaneously with the arrival of the incident field wavefront. The delay for the transition to class 1 will decrease with increasing distance from the object.
At large forward distances, relative to the transverse object dimensions, this transition time will approach zero since the backward parabolic wake will bloom rapidly to encompass the entire.body as the wavefront just passes the observation point.
It may have become apparent that while we allowed the startup time to to remain flexible in the induced current expansion in (17a) we futed the functional variation of to in the field expan- sion in (17b). Recalling the discussion centered around (14) and (15) , this to = t y -I F ' -i" I/c was selected as the earliest possible turn-on time for the induced current SEM expansion. It produces an immediate transition to a class 1 natural mode field representation for a point-source, as embodied in (15) . The traveling wave impulse may be reviewed as a progressive succession of rings of point sources, where f " * j = ct". The transition to class 1 cannot occur before the final driven response reaches the observation point. If a later to had been used in (17b) the transition interval would have been even greater. For example, the upper bound ro = ti: + I ?' -7" I/c would extend the temporal variation of the resultant B, until the response had been received from all body points whose induced currents had received the influence of the final driven point observed. This, for instance, would extend the transition interval for forward scattering to equal that of backscattering which, itself, would be unaffected by the new upper bound on to. We had thus chosen, a priori, the t o which provides the earliest transition of the scattered field expansion to class 1 for all aspects.
One of the alternate represefitations for the impulse response scattered field is given by the class 2 form in (17b), where 
